
Spanish III 

Instructor:  Nerly Ovrebo; NerlyMarleni@gmail.com 

Grade Level: 11th - 12th 

Prerequisites:  Spanish II. If you are new student to ECHO you must pass a Spanish II 
test administered by me.  The test will need to be scheduled and taken before you can 
enroll in Spanish III.  

Fee: $30 per month tuition, PLUS $40 one-time materials fee. Payment can be sending 
through PayPal (nzurlen@yahoo.com); CashApp ($NerlyOvrebo) or Venmo (@Nerly-
Ovrebo) 

Course Description: Review first year grammar structures solidify present tense, all verb 

forms (conjugations), reflexive verbs (daily routines), present progressive and 

direct/indirect objects in the context of who is doing what to whom in a sentence (le 

dice, te doy, le vs. se, etc.) Reinforce pronoun/syntax learned in level 1-2 Continue 

learning ser and estar present and past. Recognize present vs past tenses (preterit/ 

imperfect) of a defined list of high frequency verbs Know the difference between the 

preterit and imperfect tense and when to use them. Practicing regular form regular past 

tense verbs in both the preterit and the imperfect and also learn some irregular verbs 

such as: tener, ser, ir, hacer, estar, poder, querer, saber, poner, ver, decir, etc. Continuing 

to reinforce vocabulary that has been learned by repetitively completing sentences and 

starting a conversation with simple thoughts and emotions. 

To reduce the costs of purchasing the practice book for Spanish III that I have used, I 
suggest that we will continue using part of the Spanish 2 book. However, not everything 
will be covered there, so I will provide copies of materials necessary to complete all the 
lessons that will cover in the two semesters class.   

Instructor generated handouts.  Parents are required to verify student has completed 
homework on time.  Homework will be assigned in each class section.  

Course Enrollment & Questions:  Mrs.Ovrebo at NerlyMarleni@gmail.com 
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